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Makerbot for Educators
Here at MakerBot, we understand that educators have special requirements for equipment. In light of that,
we’ve made some special recommendations about how to configure your Thing-O-Matic for optimal
classroom use.
While these instructions were originally intended for educators, we do recommend them for any new user
building a bot. This is how we build the Thing-O-Matics here.
For this configuration, we recommend purchasing the following additional items:
Aluminum Build Surface for Thing-O-Matic®
Kapton SuperWide Tape 120mm x 22m
MakerBot® Gen 4 Interface Board Kit v1.1

You need to assemble the Makerbot in stages. We
recommend following the order below because it closely
follows master Makerbot builder Colin Butgereit’s process:

The Build Process
The build will be fun and potentially challenging. Only a few
short years ago, low-cost 3D printing was a pie-in-the-sky
idea. We’ve come a long way since then, and things have
gotten much easier, especially with this new, streamlined
version of the build process.
1. Prep
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Z-Stage
X-Stage
Y-Stage
Stepstruder (MK7) / Stepstruder (MK6+ for kits
prior to 9/2011)
Safety Cutoff
Body
Electronics Installation
Update the Firmware
MakerBot Gen 4 LCD Interface

Low-cost 3D printing is still a frontier, so you may encounter a few bumps along the way. If you get stuck
and need some help, there’s a great community and our dedicated support staff
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Preparation
Before we start building, we need to do a few things to make the process go a bit more smoothly. Follow the
instructions on this page closely, because this will make the whole process easier.
Estimated Time: 45 minutes

Documentation
First step: read the documentation, so nothing is unexpected. Read it all the way through, from beginning to
end, before you start putting anything together.
Then, go ahead and start following the instructions on this page, followed by each of the other build steps.

Software
First off, we’ll gather and install the software and drivers required for the Thing-O-Matic to work with your
computer.
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Install the Software

Kit Contents
Open box and separate contents into piles.
Make sure that you keep everything well-organized; there’s nothing worse than losing a small but essential
part!
Identify your parts

Tools
Most of the tools needed for assembling a MakerBot Thing-O-Matic are included with the kit, but there are a
few other common tools you’ll need.
This page will give you a comprehensive list of everything you might need.
Gather your tools

About t-slots
Many parts of the Thing-O-Matic use a special construction: a combination of interconnecting slots held
together by a nut and bolt. This page will give you a primer about how to properly make these connections
for many years of service.
About T-slot Construction

Laser-cut Parts
Take your laser cut wood parts. Find the small notch along each cut and apply gentle pressure to pop out all
the cut pieces.
Take a cloth and wipe down the edges of all the cuts to remove the residue from the laser.

Build Platforms
Open the bag for the Heated Build Platform Aluminum Plate.
Identify the pieces of the Automated Build Platform (ABP) and put them aside. You’ll be building the
Heated Build Platform configuration.

Metal Rods
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Remove metal rods from bags. Both bags and rods will be greasy. Slit the bottom of the bags to remove rods.
Wipe each rod down with your rag.

Stepper Motors
Locate the stepper motors.

Prepare the X and Y stepper motors.
The motor pulley for the Y-Stage should have a 1/4 inch offset.
The motor pulley for the X-Stage should have a 1-2mm offset.
Tighten one of the screws against the flat edge of the rod. You’ll be adjusing the height later when the motor
is in the bot.
This is how you adjust the idler pulley:
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Tape wires
Take the kapton tape and wrap the stepper motor wires every 5 inches.

Wires
Remove the wires from the Automated Build Platform box and use the kapton tape to tape these wires
together.
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Assemble Idler Pulley Stack
Idler
3 M4 25mm bolts
12 M4 25mm nuts
3 bearings
Allen wrench
pliers
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Take an M4 25mm screw and bearing, Next take a nut and the allen wrench. Hold the nut with your fingers
and turn the allen wrench to tighten the nut against the bearing. Put another nut on the screw. Take the wood
idler piece with 3 holes. The bearing goes towards the back, tighten to the wood with 2 more nuts. You’ll
need pliers to tighten.
You should have a bearing, two nuts, the wood and two more nuts.
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Complete Idler Rib Assembly
Repeat this process 3 more times. The finished piece should look like this:

Tighten
The nuts should be tightened against each other to “lock” them in.
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Y-Stage Front and Back
2 press fit/linear bearings
Back piece of Y-Stage (Makerbot logo)
Front piece of Y-Stage (Makerbot logo)
The press fit/linear bearing will only fit in one hole of the Front and Back pieces. Put the linear bearing in
the wood where you see the red circle with the black M and turn the piece over. Gently apply pressure to fix
the bearing into the wood. Do the same for the other piece.
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X-Stage
front piece of the X-Stage
back piece of the X-Stage
4 press fit/linear bearings
Using a file, sand down the center slot about 1 mm. Then sand down an additional millimeter at the center of
the slot. This will provide
clearance for the belt as it moves through this gap.
Fit the bearings in the pieces, turn over on a flat surface and gently press into place.
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The Bottom and Top of Z-Stage
Bottom of Z-Stage
Top of the Z Stage
4 press fit/linear bearings
To fix the bearings in the holes, place them in the holes, turn the wood over and lay on a flat surface. Gently
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apply pressure to push the bearings into place.
Pay attention to the orientation of the bearings.
Both sets of bearings must be in the down position.

Locate the Z-Stage Motor
Your Thing-O-Matic will come with the Moons Stepper motor. This is the stepper with the rod attached to
it.
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Bolt the Z-Stage Motor Flange to Top
Stepper motor flange
Z-Stage Back
4 M2x10 bolts
4 M2x10 nuts
The Moons stepper motor flange will be on the Stepper Motor rod.
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Attach Flange
Insert 4 M2x10 bolts (you’ll find these bolts in a small bag).
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Insert the bolts through the nut as shown. When assembling the Z-stage the flange should face upward.
Place an M2 washer on the back of each bolt. Screw a nut onto each bolt and tighten. It is essential that the
flange is attached tightly. Vibration during printing will loosen up the nuts and bolts. This is a difficult piece
to adjust once it is in the bot.
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Attach thumb wheel
Locate two thumb screw knobs and two M5 bolts. (You’ll have three if you have a Stepstruder MK6+ in your
kit.) You’ll find these parts with the Stepstruder kit. Using two pliers press each knob onto a M5 bolt as
shown below. 2 of the bolts are the same size. One will be longer.

Congratulations! You’re done with the Prep stage. On to the ZStage!
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Unboxing Your Thing-O-Matic
It’s time to locate and identify the parts that will be going into your Thing-O-Matic kit! Grab your box cutter
and put on your organizing hat.

Each Thing-O-Matic kit contains the following:
Thing-O-Matic Hardware Burrito
Thing-O-Matic Belt Pulley Kit
Thing-O-Matic Laser Cut Parts Kit
ATX power supply
Plastruder MK5 – Thing-O-Matic Now MK6 Plus!
Thing-O-Matic ABP v2.0 Kit
Generation 4 Electronics Kit
Thing-O-Matic cables Kit
Thing-O-Matic Motor Pack
Thing-O-Matic Drive Rod Kit
One pound of natural ABS.
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Note: The Thing-O-Matic 120mm Fan Kit has been removed from the standard kit and is suggested as an
add-on only for venting for experimental toolheads and similar, not for normal operation with a Plastruder
toolhead.

Thing-O-Matic Hardware Burrito
The Hardware Burrito contains most of the nuts and bolts. This kit includes: Thing-O-Matic M3x16mm
hardware, Thing-O-Matic M4 hardware kit, one bag of spacers, two bags of bolts, one bag of wrenches, and
four rubber feet.
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Check out Thing 5066 on Thingiverse.com for a handy reference you can print or lasercut to help you
identify your hardware:
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Belts & Bearings Kit Contents
Here are the contents of the Belts & Bearings Kit
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Identify your Belts
The Thing-O-Matic uses timing belts to move the build platform. Timing belts are belts made of reinforced
rubber with teeth molded onto the inside, which mesh with slots in pulleys. Thing-O-Matic uses continuous
belts 6mm in width, with 2mm between teeth (the GT2 drive system).
The belts we use have silkscreened part numbers which include the number of teeth on the belt. For example,
this belt has the code: GATES GT 2MR193 2655MC. The number after the “R” indicates the number of teeth
on the belt. In this example, the belt has 193 teeth.
Thing-O-Matics ship with a 228-tooth x-axis timing belt as well as a 272-, 267-, or 265-tooth y-axis timing
belt. Make sure to check the numbers carefully before trimming a belt. (Should you need to do so.)
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Thing-O-Matic Kit organized into build stages
Automated Build Platform Laser Cut Parts
Note: The two Acrylic parts shown in the photo covered in brown paper are now located in main lasercut
parts package, and the wooden versions have been removed. Don’t be alarmed — just double-check for the
acrylic side pieces in the main lasercut box.

Heated Build Platform Laser Cut Parts
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X-Stage Parts & Hardware
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Y-Stage Parts & Hardware
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Z-Stage Parts & Hardware
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Thing-O-Matic Body Laser Cut Parts
Note: The body’s left side has been replaced with an open-window side just like the right, so don’t worry if
your kit looks slightly different. This is a neat upgrade because you have better access to your prints, and
even more angles to take awesome pictures of stuff.
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Generation 4 Electronics
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Thingiverse Parts List
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Thing-O-Matic 3D Printer
http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:4973
Part List
Part

Qty

Thingomatic Heater Board v1.1

1

Mechanical Endstop v1.2

3

Stepper Motor Driver v3.3

3

Extruder Controller v3.6

1

MakerBot Motherboard v2.4

1

Arduino MEGA

1

M3 x 16mm socket cap bolt

200

M3 nut

200

M3 x 10mm socket cap bolt

12

M3 x 12mm socket cap bolt

7

M3 x 30mm socket cap bolt

4

M3 Spacer - 3/4

4

M3 Spacer - 1/4" Length
M3 Spacer - 1/8
M4 nut

20
2
30

M4 x 25mm socket cap bolt

7

M4 x 50mm socket cap bolt

6

Square Rubber Foot

4

1.5mm hex key

1

1.3mm hex key

1

2.0mm hex key

1

2.5mm hex key

1

0.035

1

4.0mm hex key

1

Thingomatic Lasercut Parts

1

Thingomatic X Rod

2

Thingomatic Y Rod

2

Thingomatic Z Rod

2

624 Bearing

3

Linear Bearing - 3/8

10
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Tools You’ll Need
Some common tools and supplies are required to build the Thing-O-Matic:

Soldering Iron
You’ll need to solder a few connections for the electronics.
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Wire Cutters / Strippers
You’ll need to cut and strip some wires.

Electronics Solder (preferably high-temperature)
Only lead-free / silver-bearing solders can handle the high temperatures reached by the Plastruder MK5 and
MK6. If you have the cartridge-based MK6+ Stepstruder then there are only a few low temperature solder
connections and any solder should be a-ok.

Super Glue
You’ll need superglue to attach the bottom of the extruder’s “feet”.
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Glue Gun
You’ll need a glue gun to attach the bearings to the XYZ axes.

Hex Keys
Hex keys are included in the kit are for tightening bolts.

13 mm or Adjustable Wrench
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You’ll need one of these to bolt your nozzle to your extruder.

Scissors
These will come in handy during various construction stages, particularly for wrapping your hot end with
insulation.

Vise
A vise (or C-clamp) is required to make your stepper driver cables.
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Needle-nosed Pliers
These are useful for tightening nuts.

Optional Tools
Tweezers are always useful for small things.
Files are always handy — a small flat and a medium rat-tail file would be perfect.
3mm or 1/8!! drill bit for widening any narrow M3 bolt holes or making new ones.
Reamer for widening M3, M4, M8 or larger holes.
Sharp carving knife (scalpel or X-Acto) for trimming sharp edges or other cutting.

3-in-1 oil for lubricating rods.
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Ruler with both metric and imperial scale.

Digital multimeter for checking component values and machine calibration.
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A Few Words on Nuts and Bolts
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Thing-O-Matic uses metric hardware for all of its fasteners. Metric bolts are described by the outside
diameter of their threads. For instance, an “M3! bolt has a 3mm diameter shaft. Likewise, an M8 bolt has an
8mm diameter shaft. M3 nuts are nuts that fit onto M3 bolts.
The Thing-O-Matic uses bolts of varying lengths. They’re specified as the length of the bolt, excluding the
head. For example, a 16mm bolt is 16mm from the tip of the screw to the underside of the head. Sometimes
you’ll see a bolt described as M3x16. That means an M3 bolt with a length of 16mm, excluding its head.
Nearly all of the nuts and bolts you’ll use will be M3x16 — the Thing-O-Matic comes with 200 M3x16 nuts
and bolts. You’ll end up with quite a few left over.

Using T-slots
Most parts of the Thing-O-Matic fit together using tabs and slots. They are secured in place using a “T-slot”.
These are “T”-shaped slots that appear between tabs. The short arm of the “T” holds an M3 nut perpendicular
to a bolt. The bolt passes through a hole in the piece with the slots in it and screws into the nut, holding the
parts together.
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To Join Two Parts with a T-slot
First put the pieces together by sliding the tabs into the slots. If you have trouble getting the tabs into the
slots, sand down the tabs slightly with sandpaper.
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Insert the Nut into the T-slot
Assembly using T-slots can sometimes be tricky, especially if the nut is in a difficult-to-reach place. You can
make the assembly much easier if you use tape to hold the T-slot nut in place. For every T-slot use a bit of
tape on each side of the slot to hold the nut in place until you tighten the bolt. If the fit is too tight and you
can’t get the nut in place, turn it 60° and try again, or sand the slot lightly.
1. Place small tape strips over all of the T-slots on one side of a piece
2. Flip the piece over and insert a nut into each of the slots
3. Tape over all of the nuts, but be careful not to tape over any other holes, etc.
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Bolt the Plates Together
Pass the bolt through the hole and thread it into the nut. Tighten the bolt with the hex key until it the joint is
firm. Don’t overtighten the bolt! The wood is soft, and if you tighten the bolt too much, the nut will start to
chew through the wood.
Once you’ve finished bolting together your T-slot joint, it should look like the accompanying illustrations.
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Bolt Maintenance
Thing-O-Matics vibrate, and vibration can loosen bolts over time. Check the nuts and bolts occasionally and
tighten them down if they’re loose. Most bolts, like those in the outer frame, may never need tightening;
others, like those that hold the build platform down, may need to be checked every few months or so.
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Z-Stage Assembly
Building the Z Stage should take approximately 15 minutes.

Parts List
These are the parts you’ll need to assemble the Z Stage. All laser-cut parts should have their names etched
into them. Find and put aside these parts:
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Laser-cut Stage Parts
Z Back
Z Top
Z Bottom
Z Left Side
Z Right Side
Z Ribs
One Z Motor Flange*
Four (4) M3x10 socket cap bolts or Four (4) M2x10 socket cap bolts with nuts*
Eighteen (18) M3x16 socket cap bolts
Eighteen (18) M3 nuts
Four (4) 3/8! self-aligning bearings*
*These parts should have been put in place during the preparation stage.

Attach Ribs to Back
Parts needed:
2 Z Ribs
Z Back
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2 M3x16 socket cap bolts
2 M3 nuts
Secure the two Rib pieces to the Back. These ribs are symmetrical, so they just need to look like the picture.

Attach Left, Right and Bottom to Back
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Parts needed:
Assembled back
Z Left
Z Back
11 M3x16 socket cap bolts
11 M3 nuts
Secure the Left and Right sides to the Back. In the newest versions the printed text goes right-side-up on the
inside. In older versions (pictured below) the printed text goes on the outside and ends up upside-down. After
securing Left and Right sides, attach to the Bottom (pay attention to the orientation of the self-aligning
bearings).
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Attach Top to Assembly
Parts needed:
Assembled back
Z Top (from preparation stage)
6 M3x16 socket cap bolts
6 M3 nuts
This will lock things in place nicely. This piece is also symmetrical.
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Tighten It All Down
Now that it’s all together, tighten all the bolts with 1/4- to 1/3-turns past hand tight.

Congratulations! Your Z Stage is now complete!
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X-Stage Assembly
For the Makerbot Curriculum we recommend purchasing the Aluminum Build Surface for Thing-O-Matic®
for your Heated Build Platform.
Some builders may also be interested in the Automated Build Platform configuration. The Automated Build
Platform will allow you to build multiple copies of individual prints, but uses a belt which will give the
bottoms of your prints a rippled texture.
Estimated Time:30 minutes.

Parts List
These are the parts you’ll need to assemble the X-Stage. All laser-cut parts should have their names etched
into them. Find and put aside these parts:
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Laser-cut Stage Parts
X Front
X Back
X Top
X Drive Rib
X Idler Rib
X Clamps
Sixteen M3x16 socket cap bolts
Sixteen M3 nuts
Four 3/8! self-aligning bearings
228-tooth continuous timing belt (the short one) or cut down a larger belt (read number silkscreened
onto belt before trimming – we offer 272-, 267-, and 265-tooth timing belts)
Thingomatic Heater Board v1.1
Thingomatic Heater Board Wiring Harness
The M3 hardware is found in the Hardware Burrito:
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The bearings and belt are found in the Belt & Pulley kit.

Attach X Belt to Rib
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parts needed:
Smaller belt
2 X Ribs
2 low profile M3x16 bolts
2 M3x16 bolts
4 M3x16 nuts
Due to the variance in wood thickness, we started shipping on Jan 1st, 2 extra low profile M3x16 bolts to
avoid interference with the rods. Use the low profile bolts on the lower holes.
Secure it tight with two M3x16 bolts in each clamp.

Attach Front to Rib
parts needed:
Front
X Rib
1 M3x16 bolts
1 M3x16 nuts
Make sure the text of each is facing outward as you secure them to both ribs.
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Attach Front to Second Rib
parts needed:
Front
X Rib
1 M3x16 bolts
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1 M3x16 nuts
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Attach Back
parts needed:
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X Back
X Front
2 M3x16 bolts
2 M3x16 nuts

Attach Top to Assembly
parts needed:
Assembled Front-Back-Ribs
Top
8 M3x16 bolts
8 M3x16 nuts
The Top piece will only fit one way. Be sure the text is to the right facing up as you bolt it down.
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Heated Build Platform
The heated build platform was the first major innovation in build surface technology in the previous machine.
It reduces warping when building large parts by heating the object and preventing a build-up of shrinkage
between layers. When the object is done building, it will cool down and can be removed manually from the
heated build platform.

Trim plastic
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parts needed:
Thing-O-Matic Heater Board 1.1
Knife
Take your knife and trim the plastic so that your Aluminum Build Surface will flush with the edges of the
Heater Board
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Remove QA Sticker
Before you add the heat spreader to your heater board, check both sides of the heater board. There may be a
small sticker on one side of the board that was added during the inspection process. If you see a sticker,
remove it.
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Add Heat Spreader to Heater Board
parts needed:
Aluminum Build Surface for Thing-O-Matic®
Heat Sink Paste
With your finger spread the heat sink paste thinly and evenly over the the side of the Aluminum Build
Surface that will be against the Heater Board.
When you are done, wash your hands with soap and water.
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Align the plates
Notice that there are 3 holes on two sides of the plate. The three holes are on the front and the back.
Make sure you align the platform as shown below:
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Attaching Aluminum Build Surface to the Heater Board
Place the Aluminum Build Surface against the Heater Board and tighten with 16mm screws (these screws
come in a plastic bag that ships with the Aluminum Build Surface).
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Attaching Aluminum Build Surface to the Heater Board
Use two nuts, tightening the nut next to the board with pliers. This board will endure a lot of vibration.
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Attach and Level Heater Board Assembly
The Heater Board bolts on to the wooden top piece on the four corners. Put the bolts holding the platform on
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upside-down and add another nut on the other side of the wood.

Tighten It All Down
Now that it’s all together, tighten all the bolts with 1/4- to 1/3-turns past hand tight.

Congratulations! Your Heated Build Surface is now complete!
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Y-Stage Assembly
Building the Y Stage should take approximately 1 hour. At the end, you’ll have an assembled XY Stage
ready to be inserted into a Thing-O-Matic.

Parts List
These are the parts you’ll need to assemble the Y stage. All laser-cut parts should have their names etched
onto them. Find and put aside these parts:
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Laser-cut Stage Parts
Y Front
Y Back
Y Top
Y Bottom
Y Left Side
Y Right Side
Y Left Top Cap
Y Right Top Cap
Y Drive Rib
Y Idler Rib Assembly
Y Clamps
Four (4) M3x10 socket cap bolts
Four (4) M3x16 Low-profile socket cap bolts (they are silver-colored)
Thirty-one (31) M3x16 socket cap bolts
Thirty-five (35) M3 nuts
Three (3) M4x25 socket cap bolts
One (1) M4x50 socket cap bolt
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Fourteen (14) M4 nuts
Two (2) 3/8! self-aligning bearings
Three (3) 624 bearings
One (1) stepper motor
One (1) stepper motor pulley
One (1) cork gasket (not shown)
One (1) idler pulley
272-tooth continuous timing belt (Early May 2011 and on may be a 267-tooth belt)
One (1) mechanical endstop switch (not shown)
Two (2) 1/8! spacers (not shown)

Build it
What you should be starting with
We should have prepared these parts in our “Prep” phase:
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Attach Y Belt to Drive Rib
parts needed:
272-tooth (or 267-tooth) continuous timing belt
2 Y Clamps
Drive Rib
4 M3x16 bolts
4 M3x16 nuts
Take the 272-tooth (or 267-tooth) continuous timing belt and use the two clamps to secure it to the drive rib.
Make sure it’s nice and tight as clearance with the Y rods is very close.
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Attach Top to Idler Rib Assembly
parts needed:
Y Top
Idler Rib (assembled in prep stage)
1 M3x16 bolt
1 M3x16 nuts
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Attach Top to Ribs
parts needed:
Y Top
Y Driver Rib
1 M3x16 bolt
1 M3x16 nuts
The holes will guide you, and the 624 bearings on the Idler Rib should be towards the left (the side with the
elongated motor mount holes, behind the empty bearing hole).
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Attach Motor to Top
parts needed:
Y-Stage
Cork Gasket
4 M3x10 bolts
Attach the motor to the top using four M3x10 bolts, keeping the bolts loose. Push it all the way against the
bolts that secure the 624 bearings to the Idler Rib but do not tighten down firmly. (You will be adjusting the
placement of the X-axis stepper motor after you determine how much tautness/slack is in your belt.)
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Attach Rod Caps to the Left Side
parts needed:
Y Left
2 Rod Caps (the little curved triangles with two holes in them)
4 low-profile M3x16 bolts (the heads are shorter than those of the standard M3x16 bolts; they are
silver-colored)
2 M3x16 nuts
From outside-to-in: it should be M3 bolts + rod caps + left side + nut. Tighten the bottom screws down.

Modify Rod Caps
Remove the top bolts and turn the rod caps down to reveal the holes for the rods.
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Sand Rod Caps
Remove the top of each set of screws and rotate rod cap down. You will sand the rod caps, this will make
adjusting the bot later easier—You’ll be able to remove the rods easily.
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You need the notch so that you can remove a rod when you need to tighten your belt. The picture below
shows why you cannot tighten the belt with the rods in place

Add front
parts needed:
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Y Body
Y Front
4 M3x16 bolts
4 M3x16 nuts
Pay attention to the belt.

Add Back
parts needed:
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Y Body
Y Back
4 M3x16 bolts
4 M3x16 nuts
Pay attention to the belt.

Attach Left Side to the Body
parts needed:
Y Left
Y Body
3 M3x16mm bolts
3 M3x16mm nuts
With the text on the outside, attach the left side to the Y stage body. Make sure the rod caps are facing out.
Double check that “Left” has low-profile socket cap bolts.

Attach Rod Caps to the Right Side
Using four M3x16mm bolts and four nuts, secure the other two rod caps to the right side.
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Attach Right Side to the Body
parts needed:
Y Body
Y Right
3 M3x16mm bolts
3 M3x16mm nuts

Attach X Min Switch (End Stop) to Right Top Cap
parts needed:
Right Top
2 1/8! spacers
1 M3x16mm bolt
1 M3x12mm bolt
2 M3x16mm nuts
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Attach Right Top Cap, Idler Bolt, and Idler Pulley
The idler pulley rides an M4x50 bolt. Thread the M4x50 bolt through the top cap, then through the idler
pulley with the belt looped around it. Place the bolt through the hole and install the top cap. The bolt gets two
nuts on the bottom underneath after you get it all in place. Make sure the belt is around both pulleys before
you move on to the next step.
Don’t tighten it down too hard or you’ll crack the wood.
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Right Top Cap
Secure the Right Top Cap with two M3x16 bolts. The T-slot under the endstop will be empty.
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Tighten
Lock the nuts against each other to prevent it from vibrating off.
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Insert 1 rod into the Y stage
Inserting the rod and attaching the X stage has to happen at the same time. These rods are the shortest rods in
the kit.
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Adjust Belt.
Pull the motor towards the left to tighten belt. Tighten screws.
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Second Rod
Add second rod, turn rod caps to cover holes and tighten the screws.

Attach Left End Cap
This piece goes over the motor. Tighten it down.
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Complete Left Side
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Attach Bottom
parts needed:
Y Body
Y Bottom
5 M3x16mm bolts
5 M3x16mm nuts
If you’ve tightened all the bolts down already, this may be a bit hard to get on. Loosen everything a bit and it
will slide right on.
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You can use a magnet to hold the nut in place:
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Zip-Tie Stepper Motor Tail
This will help make sure that the wires stay out of the way and don’t get caught under the platform while it’s
moving.
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Tighten All Bolts
Ensure that all the bolts are tight.

Congratulations! You’ve completed the XY Stage
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MakerBot Stepstruder MK7
If these instructions don’t seem to match what you received in your kit, see the Stepstruder MK6+
instead!
The MakerBot Stepstruder MK7 is our first dedicated 1.75 mm filament extruder. This extruder was designed
from scratch, and contains a number of custom manufactured parts. We’ve learned a lot over our past
extruder designs, and incorporated a lot of those lessons here: that’s why it’s smaller, lighter, and faster to
build. And since it’s designed from the ground up for 1.75 mm filament, it’s light-years ahead of past designs
in small-filament reliability.

1. Gather your tools
Provided: 1.3, 1.5 and 2 mm hex wrenches. Not Provided: Small flat head screw driver, pliers.
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2. Gather your parts!
The main assemblies here are these four:
Hot End: Nozzle, Heater Block, Barrel, Bar Mount, Bolt, Heater Core, Thermocouple(found in Gen4
electronics kit), Ceramic Tape, Kapton Tape

Cooling block: Fan, Heatsink, Themostat, 5/8! Spacers, Long Bolts
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Drive system: Stepper Motor, Knurled Pulley, Setscrew, Molded Drive Block, Delrin Plunger, Rubber
and Metal Washers

Extruder mount: Mounting Panel, Spacers, Thumb Screws*
*You put these together in the prep stage
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3. Assemble thumb screws
If you haven’t done this previously, you’ll need to assemble the thumb screws.
You need two M5x20 bolts and two M5 thumb screw caps.

Using pliers squeeze each bolt into a cap. Be careful not to damage the threads.
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Squeeze the bolt head into the cap to ensure a secure fit.
Tip: Two pliers can be used at the same time. We recommend you use pliers with long handles, for best
leverage.

You should have two M5x20 thumb screws.
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4. Attach drive gear to motor
You need your
stepper motor
drive gear
M3 set screw
and smallest (1.3mm) hex wrench
1. Disconnect the existing motor cable.

2. Place the drive gear over the motor shaft. Place a piece of paper between the drive gear and motor to create
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a small gap.

3. Tighten the set screw against the flat of the motor shaft. If the set screw doesn’t fit well against the flat
section of the shaft, turn the pulley around 180 degrees and set the screw firmly — this should provide more
than enough grip.

4. Then you can attach the longer cable we’ve supplied, and your motor should be ready to go.

5. Assemble the drive head.
You need:
the stepper motor assembly
drive block front
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drive block back
Delrin plunger
two M3x18 flat head bolt
two plastic washers
three metal washers
1.5 mm hex key
1. Place the plastic and metal washers on the Delrin plunger as shown.

2. Place the drive block back on the motor with the cable facing away from you as shown.
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3. Place the plunger assembly in space on the right for single configuration. This is also the configuration for
the left-hand side extruder in dual extruder configuration.
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4. Place the drive block front on the assembly.
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5. Place 2 M3x18 bolts in the holes and tighten.

6. Ensure that your assembly appears as shown below:
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7. Ensure that the alignment between the filament channel and the MK7 drive gear is good.

6. Assemble the bar mount and thermal barrier
You need:
the bar mount
thermal barrier tube
one M6 nut
the supplied wrench
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1. Orient the bar mount such that the chamfered edges face you and the horizontal holes are close to the
top. If you don’t do this, the bar mount will not fit into the rest of the assembly. Thread the thermal barrier
tube into the bar mount.

2. Loosely thread the M6 nut onto the thermal barrier.
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3. Turn the thermal barrier until it is flush with the M6 nut. Finger tighten.

4. Grip the M6 nut with the wrench and tighten against the bar mount.
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5. Check that your assembly looks like this.
The lip of the barrel should be just barely poking up, but no threads should be showing.

6. As a safety check, look down the barrel, preferably towards a bright surface. You should not see any metal
burrs inside the barrel. If you do, push a short length of filament all the way through, and then discard the
used filament. Metal burrs left inside will cause severe jamming, and require you to take the entire hot-end
apart.

7. Assemble the thermal core and nozzle
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You need:
the nozzle
thermal core
2.5 mm hex key

1. Place the hex key through the thermal core. This will give you a good grip. Then, thread the nozzle into the
side with the small M3 hole.
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2. Grip the nozzle with an adjustable
wrench or pliers. Tighten the nozzle against the thermal core.

3. Once the nozzle is snugly in place, continue.

8. Assemble the mount plate and bar mount assembly
You will need:
the mount plate
M6x10 bolt
M6 nut
bar mount assembly
the 10mm wrench
1. Thread the M6 bolt onto the thermal barrier, but don’t tighten it down yet.
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2. Thread the M6 nut into the bar mount. Leave a several millimeter gap.

3. Place the mount place in front of you with the double notch on your left. Place the bar on top of the mount
plate such that the thermal barrier is in the center. Ensure that your parts appear as shown.
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4. Slip the mount plate into the gap between the bolt head and bar mount. The chamfered edges should face
forwards. Ensure that your assembly appears as shown.

5. Use the wrench to tighten the M6 nut and bolt. You want the bolt and thermal barrier to be touching the
back of their slot in the mount plate.
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9. Mount the heater and temperature sensor
You need:
the extruder assembly
cartridge heater
thermocouple
M3x5 bolt
M3 set screw
M3 washer
2.5 mm hex key
1. Insert the set screws for these components. Thread a socket head M3 and washer.
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2. Next install the smaller set screw for the heater cartridge. Just turn it a few times, you do not want to
obstruct the cartridge for insertion.
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3. Place the cartridge heater in the thermal core with the wires toward the rear of the extruder. An equal
length of the heater should protrude from either end.

4. If you received a recent MK7, you might have received a heater cartridge that looks like the one below. If
so, simply insert the cartridge as fully as possible into the block. There will be enough metal contact to
ensure good heat transfer.
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5. Secure with the M3 set screw. Tighten only until you cannot push it out from the metal end by hand. Any
tighter and you run the risk of stripping the threads.

6. Secure the thermocouple against the thermal core with the M3x5 bolt and M3 washer as shown. (Again,
the thermocouple is found within a bag in the Generation 4 electronics kit if your Stepstruder MK7 came with
a Thing-O-Matic kit.)
It is advisable to put a single layer of kapton tape over the head of the thermocouple to electrically insulate it
from the extruder. This is required for all Dual-Extruder configurations, as two uninsulated thermocouples
will interfere with each other.
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Cover both sides of the thermocouple in Kapton tape.

Now, bend the tip of the thermocouple 90
degrees.

Place the thermocouple under the set
screw washer and tighten it down.
Tip: It is easier to tighten in place if the hook points clockwise.
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Once the thermocouple is securely bolted you’re ready for the next step.

10. Insulate the Heater
1. From a length of ceramic tape, measure and cut a 3-inch segment. Then, cover the ceramic tape with a
layer of Kapton tape. You can use any width of kapton tape for the covering. This makes the insulation easier
to work with and also helps thermally insulate the head.
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2. Starting at one end, cut a 1cm long 5mm wide slot toward the center of the segment, skip along 1cm, and
cut another 1cm slot. The center slot allows the nozzle and cartridge heater set screw to be accessed.
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3. Place the insulation on the heater, so that the nozzle pokes up through the center slot. The “legs” of the
insulation should be facing away from the cartridge heater.
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4. Wrap the uncut insulation around the bottom, tape it down to the heater core, and tape the legs back to the
body when they pass the barrel.
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5. Next, add an extra 1/4! piece of ceramic insulating tape to the side where you’ll mount the thermostat. Cut
a 1/4! piece of ceramic tape and install it like this, on the thermocouple side of the block:

6. Now tape thermostat to side of heater core that does NOT have the heater in it; you want it on the nozzle
side so it doesn’t trip at normal operating temperatures.
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11. Secure the thermal core assembly
You need:
the mount plate assembly
the thermal core assembly
1. Thread the thermal core onto the thermal barrier.

2. Tighten the heater core down as tightly as you can with your fingers. The core might not line up perfectly
with the slots as the illustration shows, but a solid connection is more important than the orientation.
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3. Ensure that your assembly appears similar to what is shown. And again, your thermal core may not be in
the same orientation as pictured.

12. Putting it all together
1. Place 2 M3x45 bolts in the fan as shown.

2. Place the spacers on the bolts. Note the orientation of the wires and label.
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3. Place the fan assembly onto the heatsink.

4. Take the fan assembly and put the bolts through the mount bar and into the motor as shown.
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5. Tighten the bolts down.

6. Your fully assembled MK7 should look like this:
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13. Connect the fan extension cable
1. Solder 24 inches of black/red cable to the fan leads as shown, and insulate with heat-shrink tubing or
kapton tape. If your fan has a plug or terminal at the end of its wires, you’ll need to clip it off before
completing this step.

Congrats! Your MK7 is built.
Go on to build your safety cutoff, build your Thing-O-Matic’s body, and complete the electronics setup.
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Stepstruder MK6 Assembly 3 mm
If these instructions don’t seem to match what you received in your kit, please see the Stepstruder MK7
assembly instructions instead.
A stepper motor extruder allows control over flowrate as well as the ability to retract filament during a build to
virtually eliminate unwanted ooze and strings. The MK6 stepper motor measures in at a whopping 100 oz-in of
torque enabling the use of a direct drive setup. Direct drive extrusion means there is no gearbox on the motor so
there is no need to account for backlash (extra play in the system when reversing directions), and it also enables
very fast filament retraction speeds at an instant.
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The MakerBot StepStruder™ MK6 contains certain parts that can be dangerous if used in an improper manner.
The extruder tip can become hot (>250 celsius). There is also a powerful motor that can pinch fingers. Make
sure you always run the extruder fully assembled and that you never touch the hot metal end. Always keep the
extruder away from flammable objects and never leave it unattended while heated up.

Tools You’ll Need
The Stepstruder MK6 goes together pretty easily, but you’ll need a few tools to speed the process along:
Scissors
1.5mm Hex Wrench
2.5mm Hex Wrench
13mm Wrench
Adjustable Wrench
Soldering Iron
Sharp Knife
Tape
Vise
Superglue / Acrylic cement
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Kapton Tape

Part List
MakerBot Stepstruder MK6 Plus
http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:7928
Part List: tree | flat | csv
Part

Qty

M3 washer

4

Cooling Fan

1

Molex Y Splitter

1

MK6_Thermal_Core-REV_C.PDF

1

MakerBot Safety Cutoff Switch Kit

1

Thermostat 140C

1

High Torque Nema 17 Stepper Motor

1

MK6+ Hardware Kit

1

M5 x 14mm socket cap bolt

2

M5 nut

3

M5 Thumb Screw Cap

3

2.5mm hex key

1

Prep Work
Peel off protective coverings
The acrylic parts come with a protective paper film that covers the surface. Use your fingernail or a small
screwdriver to remove this film.
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Remove the fan connector
Using wire clippers clip off the fan connector as shown.

Attach drive gear to motor shaft
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Bolt the gear onto the motor shaft as shown. The bottom of the drive gear should be 4.9mm from the top of the
motor. Use an M5 bolt to set the height of the drive gear as shown. Ensure the set screw contacts the flat part of
the shaft.

Mount the fan to the bracket
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parts needed:
fan
bracket
2 M3x16 bolts
2 M3 nuts
M3 washers
Bolt the fan to the bracket as shown. Ensure the fan cable is oriented as shown— the fan label should be facing
the inside of the bracket.
You may need to change the angle of the bracket to make it more square. You can use the table for leverage.
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Add the motor
Place the motor on a flat surface. Ensure the wires are to your left when facing the motor.
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Add the fan mount.
Place the fan mount on the motor as shown.
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Add Cork Gasket
Place the cork gasket as shown.

Filament Drive System
Plate A
Add Plate A to stack on top of gasket. Add an M3 nut to the left side of Plate A
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Plate B
Add Plate B to stack.
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Plate C
Plate C is three pieces of Black Delrin. Place plate C onto the stack as shown. Pay careful attention to the
orientation of the parts.
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Plate D
Plate D is the top of the sandwich. Place it on the stack as shown.

Insert thumbscrew + nut
Place an M5 nut on the M5 nut with thumb screw as shown.
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Bolt Stack Together
Insert 4 M3x25 bolts.
Insert two M3x22 bolts into the holes as shown. These are for securing the motor. In this step they help keep
the layers aligned.
Insert the nut and bolt into the stack as shown.
Insert two M3x22 bolts as shown. Hand tighten nuts onto the M3x22 bolts.
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Check Alignment
Tighten the bolts evenly. The cork gasket should be evenly compressed on all sides as shown.

Tighten the bolts such that the drive gear is symmetric in the filament slot as shown.
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1!! Spacers + Nuts to Bolts
These spacers will ensure that the hot end is separated properly from the filament drive mechanism.
Insert the M3x40 bolts through the acrylic plate. Put one spacer on each bolt and then thread a nut onto it. Feel
free to tighten the nut to 1/4 turn past finger tight.
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Hot Assembly
Assemble the hot assembly

Heater Cartridge
Put the Heater Cartridge in place.
* Be careful handling the cartridge heater, the leads can be broken off if stressed *
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The fiberglass sleeves are for thermal protection and not intended for strain relief.
The heater cartridge should slide easily into the hole we’ve had precision-milled into the aluminum hot end. Put
it right in the middle like this; the ends will stick out a bit.
Now lock in in place with the M3 x 4mm set screw. It will be the shorter of the two bolts in the MK6+ kit.
Tighten down about a third to half turn past finger-tight.
Do not tighten too tight and distort the heater cartridge body as this will damage it.
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Attach Thermocouple
Use the thermocouple included in the Extruder Controller v3.6 kit for a MakerBot Thing-O-Matic. (Or
purchased separately in our store.) This is the long, brownish wire with a metal tip on one end, and red/yellow
wires on the other end. Attaching it to your hot end is very easy: we will be bolting it to the side of the MK6
thermal core.
Ensure that you use a layer or two of Kapton tape wrapped around the thermocouple end to electrically isolate
the thermocouple from the metal extruder body (Picture does not show the Kapton tape isolation).
To attach it, use the M3 x 6mm bolt included in the MK6+ kit, along with a M3 washer. Thread the bolt into
the tapped hole and tighten the thermocouple under the washer. You’ll need to keep it in place as you tighten as
it has a tendency to be pushed out before getting clamped down. It’s a good idea to wrap the thermocouple lead
around the block as we’ve done here, so both leads come off the same side of the heater block.
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Prepare Ceramic Tape
Cut Shorter Piece of Ceramic Tape
Cut one length of ceramic tape 47.6 millimeters long (1 7/8 inches long).
You can also get the proper length if you wrap the tape around the width of the heater element.
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Cut Longer Piece of Ceramic Tape
Cut another piece 60.3 millimeters long (2 3/8 inches).
You can also get the proper length if you wrap the tape around the width of the heater element.
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Mark Centers
Fold each piece of ceramic tape in half and mark the centers.

Make Holes
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Use the thermal tube to press a hole in each piece of ceramic tape at the marked centers

Trim Shorter Piece of Ceramic Tape
Trim the shorter piece of tape like the image below. You want to make room for the heater
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Apply Anti-sieze to Threads.
If you ever plan on disassembling your hot end, it’s imperative to apply the included anti-sieze compound to
the threads. This stuff will protect against rust, corrosion, seizing, and galling that can happen at high
temperatures. Simply smear a bit on your finger or a swab and apply it to the external threads. It should be
applied to the nozzle threads and the thermal barrier tube threads.
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Bolt Nozzle Into Thermal Core
To bolt the nozzle in all the way, get an adjustable wrench and your 13mm wrench. Screw the nozzle all the
way into the thermal core by hand. Tighten them against each other with the wrenches. Use the 13mm wrench
on the nozzle, and the adjustable wrench on the flat parts of the heater core.
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Thread In Thermal Barrier Tube
The thermal barrier tube is what provides the structural support for the PTFE as well as keeps the heat from
travelling all the way up to the filament drive mechanism. Apply the anti-sieze and screw it all the way into the
heater core. There isn’t much to grip on, so just make sure you tighten it as much as possible with your fingers.
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Insert the PTFE Tubing
Insert the PTFE tube into the thermal barrier tube with the pointed end at the nozzle. Ensure the PTFE tube is
pushed all the way into the nozzle.
This cutaway drawing shows the full insertion of the PTFE tube. Note that it extends all the way into the
nozzle. You can check this by pulling it out and measuring it (should be roughly 80mm) or by unscrewing the
nozzle with the PTFE tube in place.

If you’re having trouble fitting the PTFE insert into the tube, put your PTFE barrel into the freezer for 15
minutes or so. The PTFE will shrink and slip in easily.
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Trim the PTFE Tubing
Using a razor knife trim the PTFE tube so that it’s flush with the top of the thermal barrier tube as shown.
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Wrap Ceramic Tape Around Thermal Core
Slide the two strips onto the thermal tube.
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Wrap Thermal Core
Using kapton tape, carefully wrap the thermal core to hold the ceramic tape in place and to further insulate.
Take your time during this step.
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Make Holes In Insulation
Pierce the insulationwith a razor blade to reveal all four bolt holes. Be careful as the thermal core is aluminum
and you risk stripping the threads!
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Clear Holes
Clear the bolt holes of any insulation. Insert four bolts in the bolts holes to make sure they can all screw in.

Metal Retainer Plate
Thread the four remaining M3 x 25 bolts through the central holes in the plate, then screw them into the holes
in the thermal core.
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There are nuts on these bolts; the retainer plate will be held firmly in place after we attach it to the assembly.

Heat Sink
Provided in the kit is a circular heat sink. It is slightly oversized for the thermal barrier tube, so get your pliers
and gently compress it a bit to reduce the diameter. Once you do that, it should have a nice friction fit over the
thermal barrier tube. The heat sink is not strictly necessary, but it does help with keeping excess heat in the hot
end and not the filament drive.
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Add Heat Sink to Thermal Barrier
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Attach Thermostat to the Stack
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Attach the Hot End to Acrylic assembly
Attach the hot end to the filament drive system. The four bolts sticking down should fit into the corresponding
holes on the metal retainer plate. The top of the thermal barrier tube should also fit into the hole in the bottom
of the filament drive mechanism; sand or use a file to enlarge it if necessary. Pop it into place as shown.
Put some nuts on the end of the retaining bolts and tighten them down with the pliers.
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Make Adjustments
Arrange wires and tighten bolts
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Attach One Arch
Using 2 M3x16 bolts and 2 M3 nuts, attach the arch to the stack.
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Locate the 2 Supports
The supports are two of the same part. The tabs are asymmetrical though. Using 2 M3x16 bolts and 2 M3 nuts,
attach the arch to the arch.
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The Second Arch
Using 4 M3x16 bolts and 4 M3 nuts, attach the second arch to the stack.

Attach Bottom to Supports
The bottom parts bolt onto the arches as shown. The hex nut cutouts are slightly off-center for mounting
purposes. Make sure you keep them on the same side. You will also want to ensure that a line drawn through
the hex cutouts will pass through the where the filament goes.
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Superglue Spacer Feet
Using superglue, or ideally acrylic cement, you’ll want to attach the spacer feet to the bottom of the supports.
Make sure the hole in the spacer lines up with the hex cutout or you’ll be in for a grumpy surprise. If you’re
using superglue, its a good idea to scratch up the surfaces to be glued for better adhesion.
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Add Bearing
Slide the 606 bearing over the shaft of the stepper motor. It should just fit into the round opening in the acrylic
plate. It will stick out of the acrylic but should be flush with the tip of the stepper’s shaft. This will allow you to
apply more pressure to the filament against the hobbed pulley and prevent slippage.

Heat Shrink Tubing
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Place 1 inch of large heat shrink around both fan wires and 1 inch of small heat shrink around the black fan
wire as shown.

Solder Fan Wires
Locate your hookup wire. Cut in half. Strip the ends.
Twist and fold ends into loops before soldering.
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Shrink the Heat Shrink
Place the small heat shrink tube over the solder joints. Then place the large heat shrink over both solder joints.
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M5 Nuts
Insert the M5 nuts into the cutouts of the support. You can tape over these nuts to keep them from falling out
during the rest of the assembly process.
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Congratulations! You’ve completed the stepstruder.
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MakerBot Safety Cutoff Kit 1.0 Rev D
If these instructions don’t match what you received in your kit, please see the Safety Cutoff Rev. C
instructions.
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The MakerBot Safety Cutoff Kit is a small kit designed to cut power to the heater in case of a catastrophic
failure.

Contents of the Kit
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1 x Green Printed Circuit Board (PCB) with white printing on top (“Rev D” indicated)
2 x 1K Ω resistor, 1/6W (small, brown-black-red-gold bands) [R1] [R5]
1 x 10K Ω resistor, 1/6W (small, brown-black-orange-gold bands) [R2]
1 x 6.8K Ω resistor, 1/6W (small, blue-gray-red-gold bands) [R3]
1 x 120 Ω resistor, 2W (large, brown-red-brown-gold bands) [R4]
1 x black relay with 8 pins
3 x green, 2 pin terminal blocks
1 x red LED
1 x green LED
1 x black, SL type 4 pin connector
1 x MakerBot Endstop Cable
1 x Large Diode

Assembly Instructions
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Remove the tape from the ends of the components. Orient the board with the white printing on top and two
large corner holes toward you.
You should see a a pair of circles in the top middle of the board, one labeled FAULT and the other labeled
NORMAL. Place the red LED in the FAULT position and the green LED in the NORMAL position, with the
longer lead in the hole toward the edge of the board and the shorter lead in the hole on the flat side of the
circle. Confirm that the flat side of the LED matches up with the flat side of the circle printed on the PCB.
Bend the leads out at 45º angles to hold in place.

Place the large 120 Ω resistor (brown-red-brown-gold bands) in the square on the lower left hand side of the
board labeled [R4]. Bend the leads out to hold in place, with a bit of space between the resistor and the board.
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Likewise find the two squares marked [R1] and [R5] on either side of the pair of LEDs. Insert a 1K Ω resistor
(brown-black-red-gold bands) into each square. Bend the leads out to hold in place.
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Find the square marked [R2] between the pair of LEDs and insert the 10K Ω resistor (brown-black-orangegold bands). Bend the leads out to hold in place.
Find the square marked [R3] to the left of the [R1] square and insert 6.8K Ω resistor (blue-gray-red-gold
bands). Bend the leads out to hold in place.
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Solder the resistors and LED in place. Clip the tails from the soldered components.
Place the three green terminal blocks, FET 12V IN, HTR 12V OUT, and TEMP CUTOFF in position. Make
sure that the openings are facing out! Then flip the board over so it rests on the three terminal blocks and
solder them all in place.
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Then it should rest on the terminal blocks so you can solder nicely while it’s upside-down…
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Place the black SL type connector in the positon labeled ALERT. Make sure the connector lock faces inward
as in the diagram and solder in place.
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And then flip over again and solder…once again it should stay in place while upside-down.
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After those terminals are in place, next add the relay and solder that as well.
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And now for the tricky part.
The Rev. D version of this kit includes a large diode — this is the big thing that looks like a transistor or
voltage regulator. We need to not only solder this through a couple of holes, but we also need to attach its
heat sink to a large heat sink pad.
It’s just a bit difficult because we’re actually soldering a heat sink — which by definition can soak up a lot of
heat. This means that we’ll be keeping our soldering irons in contact with the parts for much longer than
we’re used to. Don’t worry — we’ll walk you through it.
First, we’ll tin the pad. Hold your iron with one side in good contact with the pad; after a few seconds try to
add some solder. At first, a few jagged blobs might stick to the pad. That’s not good enough; we need to flow
all the solder on the pad. Continue holding the iron on the pad until the entire pad flows. When it gets to the
melting temperature, the solder will suddenly get shinier and flatten out, spreading all over the pad. When it
does that, it’s well-tinned; it should look like the picture below (or even smoother.)
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Next, we’ll put the diode in place, and then bend the leads so it makes contact with the pad.
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Next, I’d recommend bending the diode leads opposite each other to hold it in place better.
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And now the trickiest part: actually soldering the heat sink down to the pad. Basically, all you have to do is
hold the tip of your soldering iron through the hole in the diode’s heat sink. Slowly feed in some solder as it’s
heating to make sure there’s enough flux. Eventually, all the solder will flow nicely; you’ll see it get shiny
again, and suck down into the gap between the heat sink and pad. When this happens, add enough solder to
also cover the top side of the heat sink.
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Last, use another tool to hold the diode in place as the solder cools. Angled snippers are good for this task.
Make sure you’re already holding the diode down as you remove the soldering iron so the contact is good as
the solder cools and solidifies. When you’re done, the solder smoothly cover the hole over so it’s not even
visible.
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Now, flip the board over and solder the leads down. Use something from the workshop to prop up the diode if
you need to.
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And now you’re all done with soldering. Phew!

Install it in place on your bot!
Now that your board is soldered together, it’s time to mount it in place. One good place is the right side of the
Z-stage.
There aren’t any holes, so we’ll have to drill them. Hold the board in place and use a pencil to make the
position of the holes.
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Then drill (carefully) with an electric drill. You’ll use a 3mm bolt, so a 1/8! bit will work well. Vacuum up
the sawdust before you continue!

Now just bolt it in place with some 1/8! spacers and M3x16mm bolts and nuts.
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To be continued…
Now that your safety cutoff board is in place, continue on to the body and electronics installation pages for
instructions about how to connect the wiring up to the bot.
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MakerBot Safety Cutoff Kit 1.0 Rev C
If these instructions don’t seem to match what you received in your kit, please see the Safety Cutoff
Rev. D instructions
The MakerBot Safety Cutoff Kit is a small kit designed to cut power to the heater in case of a catastrophic
failure.
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Contents of the Kit
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1 x Green Printed Circuit Board (PCB) with white printing on top (“Rev C” indicated)
2 x 1K Ω resistor, 1/6W (small, brown-black-red-gold bands) [R1] [R5]
1 x 10K Ω resistor, 1/6W (small, brown-black-orange-gold bands) [R2]
1 x 6.8K Ω resistor, 1/6W (small, blue-gray-red-gold bands) [R3]
1 x 120 Ω resistor, 2W (large, brown-red-brown-gold bands) [R4]
1 x black relay with 8 pins
3 x green, 2 pin terminal blocks
1 x red LED
1 x green LED
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1 x black, SL type 4 pin connector
1 x MakerBot Endstop Cable

Assembly Instructions
Remove the tape from the ends of the components. Orient the board with the white printing on top and two
large corner holes toward you.
You should see a a pair of circles in the top middle of the board, one labeled FAULT and the other labeled
NORMAL. Place the red LED in the FAULT position and the green LED in the NORMAL position, with the
longer lead in the hole toward the edge of the board and the shorter lead in the hole on the flat side of the
circle. Confirm that the flat side of the LED matches up with the flat side of the circle printed on the PCB.
Bend the leads out at 45º angles to hold in place.

Place the large 120 Ω resistor (brown-red-brown-gold bands) in the square on the lower left hand side of the
board labeled [R4]. Bend the leads out to hold in place, with a bit of space between the resistor and the board.
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Likewise find the two squares marked [R1] and [R5] on either side of the pair of LEDs. Insert a 1K Ω resistor
(brown-black-red-gold bands) into each square. Bend the leads out to hold in place.

Find the square marked [R2] between the pair of LEDs and insert the 10K Ω resistor (brown-black-orangegold bands). Bend the leads out to hold in place.
Find the square marked [R3] to the left of the [R1] square and insert 6.8K Ω resistor (blue-gray-red-gold
bands). Bend the leads out to hold in place.
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Solder the resistors and LED in place. Clip the tails from the soldered components.

Place the three green terminal blocks, FET 12V IN, HTR 12V OUT, and TEMP CUTOFF in position.
Make sure that the openings are facing out! Then flip the board over so it rests on the three terminal blocks
and solder them all in place.
After those terminals are in place, next add the relay and solder that as well.
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Place the black SL type connector in the positon labeled ALERT. Make sure the connector lock faces inward
as in the diagram and solder in place.

All done with soldering!

Install it in place on your bot!
Now that your board is soldered together, it’s time to mount it in place. One good place is the right side of the
Z-stage.
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There aren’t any holes, so we’ll have to drill them. Hold the board in place and use a pencil to make the
position of the holes.
Then drill (carefully) with an electric drill. You’ll use a 3mm bolt, so a 1/8! bit will work well. Vacuum up
the sawdust before you continue!

Now just bolt it in place with some 1/8! spacers and M3x16mm bolts and nuts.

To be continued…
Now that your safety cutoff board is in place, continue on to the body and electronics installation pages for
instructions about how to connect the wiring up to the bot.
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Thing-O-Matic Body Assembly
This is where things really start to come together, literally. We’ll be putting the frame together and then
adding a the assemblies that you’ve been working on in the other sections.

Lasercut Parts
First gather the lasercut parts for the body; it should look something like this:
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Laser-cut Stage Parts
Body Front
Body Back
Body Top
Body Middle (Acrylic)
Body Bottom
Body Left Side
Body Right Side
Rod Covers

Peel Backing off Middle Plate
Before assembling, peel off the protective sheet from the acrylic middle piece. Start the peel by using a blade
at one corner. Be very careful not to cut yourself!
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Identify and Mark Middle Plate
Getting the middle plate in the right orientation is a critical part of your build. The middle piece has a top and
a bottom. The top has the word “Middle” etched into it. Orient it like this so that the stepper motor mount is
in the back right corner.
Note: The word “Middle” is actually etched onto the bottom of the sheet in the first batch, just make sure it
looks like the picture above.
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Bolt Four Rod Stops to Middle Plate
Make sure to put these on the bottom of the middle piece. Use M3x16s to attach them. Install them with the
socket caps up or the Y axis will hit the bolts holding the front (unused) Z rod stops.
Top Rod Caps

Rod Cap As Seen From Side
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Lower Left Corner Rod Cap

Lower Right Corner Rod Cap

Bolt Y Motor to Back Right corner of Middle Plate
parts needed:
Cork gasket
Y Stepper Motor
Body Middle
4 M3x12 bolts
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Add one cork gasket to the stepper motor and bolt it in place with four M3x12 bolts, making sure the wires
are facing inward. We’ll adjust it later. When viewed with the motor shaft sticking up, the motor needs to be
in the back right corner.

Mounting the Y-Axis Mechanical Endstop
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Using two 1/4! spacers and two M3x16 bolts, attach one endstop as shown.

Y Idler Assembly to Middle
parts needed:
Body Middle
idler pulley
1 M4x50 bolt
3 M4 nuts
Mount the idler pulley to the Middle. Take one M4x50 bolt, one Idler pulley, and three M4 nuts. The stackup
looks like this:
M4 bolt + idler pulley (teeth down) + nut + middle + 2 nuts
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Join Middle to Left
It’s extremely important to get the orientation of this right — the stepper driver and endstop switch should
be towards the back, the fan should be on the left, and the idler pulley in the front. Any deviation from this
arrangement will cause trouble later, and to change this, you’ll need to disassemble the body completely.
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Join Middle to Right
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Attach Top to Assembly
Now for the Top piece, as this will lock things in place. Use some bolts to lightly secure it in place.
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Attach End Stop
Using 1/4! spacers and 2 M3x16 bolts and 2 M3 nuts, attach the end stop to the right side of the back.
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Attach Back
Attach the back to the body. Use only the Right Side t-slot for now. You can add the other after adjusting the
stepper motor
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Attach the Front
Use 2 M3x16 bolts and 2 M3 nuts.
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Bolt PSU In Place
Using four shiny 6-32×3/8! inch screws, attach the power supply to its designated spot on the left side.
If your power supply doesn’t line up properly, you may have installed the left panel of your Thing-O-Matic
backwards.

Some recent orders may have included a “Sparkle” brand power supply that needs to be installed slightly
differently. Here’s a photo of an installed unit. As you can see, the wings of the power cord port overlap
with the lasercut side. To help with installation, you should have received 4x 1/8! spacers — this will push
the PSU back so the wings don’t need to protrude through the side opening.
In this photo, you’ll install a spacer for each bolt, indicated by a red arrow. Put the spacer between the
lasercut side and the PSU itself.
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Place XY Stage in Bot
The Front part of the XY stage should face towards the front of your Thing-o-matic.

Thread X Stepper Motor Wires
Thread the wires from the X Stepper through the hole in the back-left corner of the bot.
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Add Y Stage Rod
The Y belt should line up with the motor. Insert the Y rods at the same time to lock it in place. These will be
the middle length rods; they are only slightly shorter than the Z rods.
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Thread the Second Rod
Thread the second rod through the XY Stage. Align the bearings by wiggling the platforms gently. This will
align the bearings close to their ideal position for smooth operation

Add Rod Covers to Front
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Add the rest of the rod covers to lock the rods in place. Bolt them in with more M3x16 bolts.

Place the Y Belt over the Pulley
Place the belt over the idler pulley.

Pull Belt Over Y Stepper
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Loosen the bolts holding the stepper motor in place. Slide the stepper motor toward the machine’s inside.
Place the belt over the stepper motor pulley. Note that the belt may be a tight fit at first, try placing the belt at
an angle over one of the pulley edges to fit it on.

Adjust Stepper Position
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Slide the stepper motor back to tighten the belt. Tighten the bolts.
Now is the time to check if your pulley needs to be adjusted upwards.
Move the Y stage back as far as it will go, and check if the belt is rubbing against the lower edge of the hole
where it goes thru the Y stage. Here is an example of a pulley installed too low:

This is too loose:
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This is correct:

Make Adjustments
To adjust the pulley, with the Y stage all the way forward, loosen the bolts and slide the motor forward to
loosen the belt and slip it off the pulley. Even if the set screws are below the level of the acrylic, you should
now be able to slide the motor back and get enough clearance along the groove to get your Allen wrench to
the set screws.
Loosen the set screws, and slide the pulley up a few millimeters. Put the belt back on, put a little tension on it
and gently secure the motor in position, hand-tight for now. Now adjust the height of the pulley so that the
belt clears the holes and runs level. This may require as much as 8mm of adjustment, but as long as the set
screws can still tighten onto the motor shaft, it will be fine.
Run the Y stage back and forth, checking the pulley height. Tighten the set screws on the pulley, adjust the
tension on the belt and bolt down the motor.

Insert Z Stage
Insert the Z stage with the large piece towards the bottom. Insert the Z rods at the same time. These are the
longest rods. Slide them all the way into their respective holes in the Middle where you’ve already mounted
rod caps.
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Attach Z Motor
This will be the motor with the threaded shaft attached to it. Use a cork gasket between the Top and the motor
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Align Z Stepper
Mount Z stepper with four M3x12 bolts to the rear of the Top piece. Make sure the lead connection is facing
to the right.
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Thread Rod Through Z Stage
Turn the rod to thread it through t the bearing of the Z Stage

Tighten Motor in Place
Tighten the four M3x12 bolts
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Add Rod Caps

Attach Stepstruder: MK6
Using the two M5 thumb screws that you made, attach the Stepstruder to the Z Stage. Secure it to the
innermost holes on the bottom of the Z Stage. Make sure all your wires exit the heated area cleanly without
coming in contact with heated parts. Tighten the bolts. It should now look like the picture below.
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Attach Stepstruder: MK7
You need:
a completed extruder
two M5x22 thumb screw bolts
two M5 nuts
two 1/4! spacers
Insert the thumb nuts up through the mounting holes in the Z-Platform, and add the half-inch spacer. Once
one is inserted, you can use a thumb or pinky fingers to hold it in place while inserting the other.
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Lower the extruder mounting plate onto the two bolts, and finger tighten the nuts.
Ensure that your assembly appears as shown.

Thread Fan Wires
Thread the fan wires through the hole in the top-back-right hole.
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Stepstruder DC Filament Drive and Thermocouple
The wire for the DC motor is a powerful emitter, and should be kept as far from the thermocouple wire as
possible. Route the thermocouple through the back left and the DC motor through the back right.

Attach wires to Z Stepper
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Thread Z Stepper Wires
Thread the Z Stepper wires through the hole in the upper right corner.

Add Ties
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Add ties to keep wires in place.

Attach Heated Build Platform Cable
Attach the cable, tie up extra wire and then thread the wires through the front right corner hole.
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Clean up Heater Cartridge
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Mark Holes to Fix Safety Cutoff in Place
(This section is for the MK6. If you have the MK7 you’ll have already mounted the safety cutoff )
With a pencil, align and mark holes to mount the safety cutoff on the Z Stage. Drill holes and then use 1/8!
spacers and 2 M3x16 bolts and 2 M3 nuts, secure the safety cutoff into place.
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Connect Ground and Power to Safety Cutoff
Using a small flat head screw driver, loosen the end terminals and place the red wire connected to the black
wire the IN terminal and the black wire to the FET connection. Tighten the end terminals to secure wires in
place.

Connect Thermostat’s Wires to Safety Cutoff
Using the same method as before secure the wires into place on the safety cutoff. It does not matter which
wire goes to which terminal.
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Connect Heater Cartridge Wires to Safety Cutoff

Attach End Stop Cable to Safety Cutoff
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Attach Cable to End-Stop on Body Back
This one is tricky, but attach the cable to the end-stop on the back. Then thread the wires through the back right hole.
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Connect Cable to End-Stop on XY Stage
Connect a cable to end-stop on XY Stage and then thread the other end through the front-right hole.
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Connect Cable to Y End-Stop
Connect cable to Y end-stop, then thread the other end through the front-left hole.
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Congratulations!
You have completed the body assembly.
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Electronics Installation
This section will show you how to install the electronics in the Thing-O-Matic.

Before You Begin
Wiring up the electronics is a critical part of the build. There are quite a few wires to connect, but they are all
fairly straightforward. To simplify the instructions, we’ve photographed each connection step. This is to
show you clearly what things connect, and where. When you wire up your electronics, each step will build on
the last and you will end up with dozens of cables going from board to board. Don’t worry, this is normal.
Your Thing-O-Matic is a nicely complicated piece of modern technology that you will have built yourself.
Static Safety: these boards, like all electronics, are extremely vulnerable to damage by static electricity.
Always ground yourself before handling electronics by touching a plugged-in power supply or another
unpainted, conductive, grounded object.
Power & Connections: never, ever “hot-swap” any components, especially stepper motors. Always power
down before plugging or un-plugging any electrical connection. A powered, enabled stepper driver will
momentarily induce a serious amount of current when unplugged, and almost invariably damage the stepper
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driver in question. Making or breaking other connections may cause damage as well.
Power Supply Notes: The included Power Supply has protective circuitry that will prevent it from turning on
immediately after a power outage. For that reason if you turn it off and it does not power up turn it off and
wait five minutes for it to reset.
The included Power Supply has been tested for the US North American Market and though our manufacturer
has specified that it will work with 220 50hz power if there are problems we suggest you replace it with a
power supply from a local vendor.

Preparing Your Workspace
As is always the case when handling bare electronics, you should try to keep yourself and your workspace
static-free. Touching a sink or large metal object is a good way to make sure that you’re not carrying a
residual static charge that could damage a board. Working while wearing slippers on a thick pile carpet is not
recommended.

Disabling Auto-Reset Functionality
A classic problem with Arduino devices is that they are designed to be reset when certain serial lines are
toggled. Unfortunately, the serial drivers for many operating systems toggle these lines by default when a
serial port is opened. For many Arduino applications, this isn’t a problem; however, if you’re in the middle of
a multi-hour print, accidentally resetting your machine can be very traumatic. We avoid this problem by
cutting the reset trace on the Arduino MEGA, disabling the auto-reset functionality.
Note: If you received your Arduino MEGA as part of a Thing-O-Matic kit or a Generation 4 electronics kit,
skip this step. We’ve already done it for you at our factory! You should only need to cut the reset trace
yourself if you’ve purchased an Arduino MEGA separately from us, or from another source.

Overview
Here is a stylized diagram that shows the overall electronics setup in for a Thing-O-Matic. You’ll need to
read the rest of this page for details, but this should give you an overview of what you’ll be doing here.
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Assemble the Motherboard Stack
Note: Recent kits ship with the Arduino and motherboard pre-assembled. Just skip forward to the next
section.
The motherboard is designed as a “shield” that plugs into the Arduino MEGA. Take your motherboard, line
up the pins with the sockets in the Arduino MEGA, and with a slow, steady pressure fit them together. You
may have to rock the board back and forth a little bit to get the motherboard seated properly. Take your time
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and don’t put too much pressure on any one edge or corner of the board to avoid bending any pins. Once the
boards are tightly plugged together and you can no longer see a significant gap between the headers and the
sockets, your board is fully assembled.
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Attach Rubber Feet to Bottom
Included in your hardware burrito are four small rubber feet. These are adhesive backed, so peel off the
backing and then stick them onto the bottom plate as shown.
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Attach Boards to Bottom Plate
The very first step is to get all the boards attached to the Bottom plate.
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Attach MotherBoard to Bottom Plate
Attach Motherboard to Bottom Plate using four 3/4! spacers and four M3x30 bolts
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Attach Extruder Controller to Bottom Plate
Using four 1/4! spacers and four M3x16 bolts, attach the Extruder Controller to the bottom plate.

Attach Stepper Motor Drivers to Bottom Plate
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Using twelve 1/4! spacers and twelve M3x16 bolts, attach all four Stepper Motor Drivers to the locations
shown.

Route the Wires
Your wires should all be routed at this point, but here is summary of recommendations. The wires are to be
run down on side of the machine to allow easy access to the electronics. The wires are separated into groups
to avoid electrical noise.
Wire Type
Thermocouple
Fan
X-Stage Stepper
Filament Tube (opt.)
DC Extruder Motor
Extruder Heater
Z-Stage Stepper
Z Endstop
Platform Wire Harness
Y Endstop
X-Stage Endstop

Routing Hole
Back Left
Back Left
Back Left
Back Left
Back Right
Back Right
Back Right
Back Right
Front Right
Back Right
Front Right
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Set Stepping Modes
Ensure both switches on the stepper driver are set to “ON” as shown. This puts the drivers into
“microstepping” mode, which makes your Thing-O-Matic perform smoothly.

Separate the Wires
The stepper drivers are connected to the motherboard via a 6-pin IDC cable. You must make these cables
yourself, which is a fairly simple task. Once that is complete, you just plug and play.
The stepper motor drivers ship with a 10-wire IDC cable in order to be compatible with the Generation 3
Electronics. You’re going to be using all Gen4 stuff, so let’s turn the 10-wire IDC cable into a 6-wire IDC
cable.
All you really need to do is remove 4 wires from the cable. We’ve used rainbow cable for clarity, but yours
may be either rainbow colored or grey. If you have a rainbow cable, we highly recommend removing the one
brown wire from the left, and the three gray/black/white wires from the right to leave you with six pins of
bright rainbowy goodness. If you have a grey cable, remove the four wires on the side without the red stripe.
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Attach IDC Connectors
IDC connectors are an awesome connection technique for making mass connections. The idea is pretty
simple: the connector has metal “teeth” that “bite” through the wire insulation and make an electrical
connection when the connector is clamped onto the cable. If you look into the IDC connector, you can see the
individual teeth in two offset rows.
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Making the connectors is pretty simple, if you follow these rules:
1. The cable color order must match on both ends of the IDC connector.
2. Have someone double check your work before you clamp it down.
3. Only apply force straight down into the top of the IDC connector.
To actually make the cables, take one cable and two IDC connectors (one for each end). Insert the cable into
the gap in the IDC connector, and make sure everything is lined up nicely. Make sure the color order (when
viewed from the same side) is identical for every single connector you make.
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Once you have it right, gently press down on the connector with your fingers. This will make the connector
grip the cable and keep it from slipping out when you go to clamp it.
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Vise Based Clamping
Clamping the connector is easiest when you use a benchtop vise. If you have a vise, put your connector into it
and then clamp it until the connector is closed like the pictures above. Do not clamp it any farther as you will
crush the connector.
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Alternative Clamping
Making these connectors has been achieved with pliers, C-clamps, or even a piece of wood. We don’t
recommend doing it this way, but if you absolutely have to improvise, then make sure that you are applying
even pressure straight down into the connector from the top. Any other direction and you risk breaking the
connector.
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RS485
The RS485 connection is how the motherboard and extruder controller communicate. We’ve provided an
Ethernet cable that connects the two boards. Neither of the boards supports Ethernet, we are simply re-using
low-cost, off-the-shelf components.
Do not plug either of these components into the network port of a router, home computer, etc. Bad
things may happen if you do.
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Wire up Steppers Controls
Once the IDC cables have been made, it’s very simple to wire things up. Simply plug each cable into the
appropriate stepper and appropriate header on the motherboard as shown.
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Extruder Controller
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Extruder DC Motor (MK5)/ Stepper Motor Cooling Fan (MK6)
If you’re building a Thing-O-Matic with a MK5, the DC motor for the Plastruder MK5 has a red and black
wire. Connect the red wire to 1A and the black wire to 1B.
If you’re building a Thing-O-Matic with a Stepstruder MK6, this terminal will be used for the stepper motor
cooling fan. Connect the red and black the same way for the MK6, but make sure they lead to the cooling
fan’s red and black leads.

Extruder Heater
The extruder heater connection leads to the Safety Cutoff, which will pass the power through to the heater
cartridge. It should be wired up to the terminal marked “HEATER” as shown.
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Make sure that you put the
black wire in the right-hand terminal as shown here (the one next to the “EXTRA” terminals) and that goes to
the “FET” terminal on the safety cutoff, as shown here.
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Heated Build Platform Heater
The heated build platform heater should be wired into the terminals marked “EXTRA”. The heated build
platform heater does have polarity, so make sure you hook up the wires exactly as shown, with the red wire in
the terminal closer to the “HEATER” terminals, and the black wire in the terminal closer to the “FAN”
terminals.

Thermocouple
The thermocouple is the temperature measurement device for the extruder controller. This wire has a positive
and a negative. Its important to hook them up right. The yellow should be positive, and the red negative.
Wire them up as shown.
Do not hook this up backwards: If you do, the temperature will read zero regardless of actual temperature.
This will continually run the heater coil, and will damage your extruder controller and/or Plastruder’s hot
end.
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Build Platform Temperature Sensor
The temperature sensor should plug directly into the extruder controller as shown. Make note of the
orientation, and make sure yours matches the picture.
Do NOT plug it into the port with the word “QUADRATURE” marked below it on the board. Even
though it fits perfectly, that’s not where it’s supposed to go!
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Motherboard
ATX Power
The motherboard is powered by the big, 20-pin ATX connector. If yours seems to be four pins too big, that is
because there is an optional 4-pin connector that piggybacks on the 20-pin connector. It should simply slide
off the 20-pin connector. Remove it and then plug the 20-pin connector in as shown.
Note 3/2011: If you have received a newer Sparkle or Coolermaster power supply, and a motherboard v2.4
only, please make sure that the modification on this page has already been done to your MakerBot
Motherboard: CoolerMaster Power Supply Fix. Motherboard v2.5 does not require the fix.
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End-stops
The endstops are a critical part of your Thing-O-Matic. The very first thing it does when starting a build is to
“home” for the X, Y, and Z axes.

X Minimum End-stop
The endstop for the X axis is at the minimum. Plug it in as shown.
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Y Minimum End-stop
The endstop for the Y axis is at the minimum. Plug it in as shown.
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Z Maximum End-stop
The endstop for the Z axis is different: it is at the maximum of the Z axis. Make sure it makes it into the
correct header. It might be hard to plug this one in until you are closing up the bottom of the machine; if
that’s the case, it’s OK to hold off until then. But don’t forget, or your Z-axis homing won’t work.
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All End-stops Plugged
Here is what all the endstops look like when fully plugged. Make sure yours match this photo.
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Connect E-STOP
If your bot is equipped with a Safety Cutoff Kit then you should also attach the cutoff’s e-stop cable to the
port labeled “E-STOP” on your motherboard.
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Adjust your stepper motor drivers!
Now’s a good time to take care of something extremely important: adjusting the voltages on your Stepper
Motor Drivers. There are several different types of stepper motors used in the Thing-O-Matic, and they each
work best with slightly different settings.

Set your voltage
Make sure that the red voltage selector switch on the back of your power supply is in the correct position.
The switch should be pushed to the right, with the text “115V” visible, in areas with 120V power mains
(USA and Canada). The switch should be set to the left, with the text “230V” visible, in areas with 230V
power mains (EU, China). Make sure you don’t have the power supply set to “115V” when plugging it into a
230V outlet!
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Connect Stepper Motors
Now connect the stepper motors to the drivers. The “ramps” on the stepper connectors should face the inside
of the stepper board. They will keep the connector from vibrating loose and force you to insert them in the
right orientation.
You probably won’t be able to attach the connector for the extruder stepper (“Stepstruder motor”) to the Aaxis stepper motor driver board until you’re closing up the bottom of the bot, so just leave it in position to
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connect later.

Plug in the power and turn it on
Find the black power cord provided in the kit. Plug one end into the power supply on the left side of your
machine and the other end into a wall socket. Flip the switch on the power supply to ON. The fan on the
power supply should start up.
Now that you’ve got the power flowing to your bot, you can adjust the stepper motor drivers!

Adjusting Stepper Driver Potentiometers
The Generation 4 stepper drivers have four adjustable potentiometers labeled PFD, RC1, REF, and RC2.
This allows modularity in the electronics so that stepper motors of all different specs and sizes can be
controlled with the same driver. A brief description of what each potentiometer controls can be found on the
page about the Stepper Driver v3.3
The pot labeled REF controls current supplied to the motor. This is the most commonly adjusted pot. Do not
adjust the others unless you know what you are doing. Conveniently, each pot has a test point for measuring
with a multimeter. Put the positive probe on the test point, and the negative probe to ground.
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Note that these values are with the steppers DISABLED, not enabled.
If you do not have a multimeter, counter clockwise rotation will decrease the value, and clockwise will
increase for REF and PFD — but it’s the opposite for RC1 and RC2. There are small indications of the total
range for each potentiometer engraved in its case. Suggested values for the stock Thing-O-Matic steppers are:
Stepper Motor
X
Y
Z

REF Voltage (V)
0.600
0.600
0.617

Rotation between Max and Min
Between 1/8 – 1/4
Between 1/8 – 1/4
Between 1/8 – 1/4

Note: If you set the current too high, the motor will be eventually get too hot to touch.
If your Z axis stepper motor is making high pitched noises while set to the above REF value, then you will
need to change the other potentiometers as well.
Since the motor suppliers have changed over the course of the Thing-O-Matic’s lifetime, you first need to
identify which motors you have from the image below, and then adjust their respective potentiometers
accordingly.
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Note: the Stepstruder® MK7 uses a Moons Nema17 motor and should be adjusted accordingly.

The suggested pot values for the Z-axis stepper motors ONLY
Stepper Motor
PFD (V) RC1 (V) REF (V) RC2 (V)
Makerbot Leadscrew Nema17 2.311
0.952
0.617
0.963
Moons Leadscrew Nema17 2.311
0.952
0.617
0.963

The suggested pot values for the X&Y-axis stepper motors ONLY
Stepper Motor
PFD (V) RC1 (V) REF (V) RC2 (V)
Makerbot Nema17
1.952
0.953
0.600
0.955
Moons Nema17
1.952
0.953
1.68
0.955

The suggested pot values for the Stepstruder MK7 stepper motor ONLY
Stepper Motor
PFD (V)
RC1 (V)
REF (V)
RC2 (V)
Stepstruder MK7
1.952
0.953
1.68
0.955
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The suggested pot values for the Stepstruder MK6 stepper motor ONLY
Stepper Motor
PFD (V)
RC1 (V)
REF (V)
RC2 (V)
Stepstruder MK6
2.31
0.94
1.56
0.94

Attach Bottom to Body
It’s time to close it up! (OK, you might actually want to do your firmware installation before this.)
Connect any cables that wouldn’t reach with the bottom open. Then attach the bottom plate to the body.

Fully Assembled
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Congratulations!
You’ve successfully completed the mechanical build of your Thing-O-Matic!
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Thingomatic Firmware Installation

MakerBot Industries Thing-O-Matic 3D Printer » Thing-O-Matic Assembly Instructions / User Manual » Thingomatic Firmware Installation

Save yourself some time
Before the electronics are installed inside the base of the Thingomatic, first upload the latest version of the firmware to
your boards. This step will also serve as an electronics power-on test.

Get the ReplicatorG Software
You'll be using the built-in firmware uploader in ReplicatorG to update the firmware on the boards. Once you have
ReplicatorG installed, can upgrade to the latest version.

New! Install drivers for Arduino Mega 2560
If you're received a new Arduino Mega2560, the drivers unfortunately do not install automatically the way they usually
did for the Arduino Mega 1280.
Take a quick look at your board — it will say "2560" on both sides, and the back has some cool-looking white
decoration on it. If that's what you've got, don't fear — you've already downloaded the drivers with ReplicatorG. They're
found in the "drivers" folder within the distribution.
Install these like any other driver. On Windows, you can follow the prompts the first time you plug in the Arduino board,
or go to your device manager and find the Arduino there (look for a big yellow exclamation point.) Installation will be a
bit different on Mac, but you should still have the drivers waiting for you in your ReplicatorG download. We trust you
Linux types to figure this out on your own.

Install the Firmware on the MakerBot Motherboard
Prepare the MakerBot Motherboard
Disconnect any other USB serial devices your computer's USB ports. Next, attach the Thingomatic Arduino MEGA to
your computer with the USB cable. If you have already created the MakerBot Motherboard v2.4 Stack which locks the
Arduino MEGA to the bottom of the MakerBot Motherboard PCB, then you will use the MakerBot Motherboard v2.4
reset button instead of the one on the Arduino MEGA when the directions call for this action. Otherwise the directions
for both route are identical.

Installing the firmware
Start ReplicatorG and Select "Machines > Update Firmware…" from the menu.
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Select the board and version you're updating.
Please note: that there is a new, separate set of firmware for the Gen4 Motherboard with Arduino 2560.

Select the version of the firmware you'd like to upload.
This should ordinarily be the one with the highest number, which is the latest version.

Select the serial port that represents your Motherboard.
Your Motherboard will appear as a serial port on your computer. Usually this will be the last one listed. The names will
vary from platform to platform.

Upload The Firmware
This is the tricky step. Try to press the reset button at the same time as you click the upload button.
Be patient; it may take a minute or two to upload the firmware. If the upload succeeded, you should see a message
indicating success. If you see a message indicating failure, try again! Getting the timing of the reset is important; it may
take a few tries to get right.

Page 2 of 5

Install the Firmware on the Extruder Controller
Prepare the Extruder Board
Disconnect your MakerBot Motherboard from your computer's USB port. Now, attach the Extruder Controller v3.6 to
your computer with the USB cable. You're ready to go!

Installing the firmware
Start ReplicatorG. and Select "Machines > Update Firmware…" from the menu.

Select the board and version you're updating.
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Select the version of the firmware you'd like to upload.
This should ordinarily be the one with the highest number, which is the latest version.

Select the serial port that represents your Extruder Controller.
Your Extruder Controller will appear as a serial port on your computer. Usually this will be the last one listed. The
names will vary from platform to platform.

Click on the upload button.
You should not have to manually press the reset button on the Extruder Controller.
Be patient; it may take a minute or two to upload the firmware. When you're done, you should see a message
indicating success.
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MakerBot Gen4 Interface Kit v.2
Overview
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The MakerBot Gen4 Interface board is a DIY addition to your MakerBot Thing-O-Matic that will allow you
to interact directly with the machine. It has multiple buttons, multiple LEDs, and a 16×4 character LCD
screen to provide feedback directly to you. Using this board, it is possible to run your MakerBot completely
independently with no computer attached. You can set and read the temperature, view the progress of a build,
and even start a new build from a file stored on the SD card. Of course you can also hack the firmware to
make it anything else you might want as well.
This kit is DIY, and soldering is required. All the components are through-hole, so it is a great kit for
beginners.

Features
16×4 Character LCD
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The main output method for the Gen4 Interface board is the LCD. This screen can display 4 lines of text, with
16 characters per line. That gives us a grand total of 64 characters to work with, although scrolling to display
more text is very simple to do.
Tip: If your interface just shows strange characters at startup, hit the reset button on your motherboard — a
reset will usually clear it right up.

Buttons, We Need Buttons
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There are 9 buttons on the interface board, and they can be programmed to do whatever you want. Typically
they will be programmed to move your bot around, navigate menus, and alter settings. We chose a nice, beefy
button with a satisfying click.

LEDs, Lots of LEDs
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There are 4 LEDs on the interface board: Power, Debug, Foo, and Bar. Power tells you the interface board is
on, Debug is connected to the Arduino MEGA debug pin (D13). Foo and Bar are extra LEDs that are user
definable and can be programmed to do whatever you’d like.
Note: the Debug LED will blink steadily to indicate normal operation. We know a lot of people just leave
these sorts of things off for normal operation, but we like blinking lights.

Contrast
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Setting the contrast on the LCD screen is accomplished using a screwdriver on the blue potentiometer on the
board. You can adjust the contrast by rotating the dial on the trimpot.

Interface Connector
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This 20 pin IDC header contains all the LCD, button, and LED signals as well as 5V and GND. Using this
header is how you control the LCD screen and read data from the buttons. It is a simple 2×10 header with
standard 0.100! pitch between pins. This makes interfacing it with your own custom stuff a simple,
straightforward task.
Tip: if your LCD panel isn’t lighting up, then you’ve plugged this in the wrong way. Turn it 180 degrees!

Identify Your Parts!
It is a good idea to get to know your parts before you build the interface kit. You’ll be able to tell if you’re
missing any parts, and you’ll be able to quickly find each part as you need it. It is recommended to spread
them out on a clean, level table that has nothing else on it.

PCB
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LCD Screen
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Components
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IDC Cable Kit
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Hardware
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Lasercut Parts
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Build It
1K Ohm Resistors
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These resistors have a color code of Brown – Black – Red – Gold. Orientation is not important, solder in any
direction.

10K Ohm Resistors
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These resistors have a color code of Brown – Black – Orange – Gold. Orientation is not important, solder in
any direction.

Trimpot
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This component will only fit one way. Insert it and solder away!

Red and Green LEDs
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The bottom circle of the LED is flattened on one side. This side should match the silkscreen and face towards
the 1K resistor next to it. Make sure you insert it in the correct orientation.

Put caps on Buttons
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Just clip the cap on each of your buttons! They should press on with a nice click.

Buttons
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The buttons will only fit with the metal leads on either side and they snap into place. Make sure the pegs on
the bottom of the buttons line up with the holes in the PCB. Also make sure that the number 1-4 on each
corner match up with the numbers screened on the board. Be careful not to smash the legs as you insert them
into the PCB.

IDC Header
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Keeping the board flipped over, insert the IDC header as shown. The notch in the connector should face the
inside of the board.
This is another place to try putting the headers on the board, then propping up the opposite side with a scrap
part.

Prepare/Strip LCD Connector Wires
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First carefully remove one conductor from the 15-pin wire. Don’t remove the one with the red stripe.
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Now, score the end of the ribbon cable in a straight line.
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Score both sides of both ends as shown.
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Next, clip the cable between each of the wires.
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Now use a pair of needle-nose pliers to pull off the scored, cut tabs.

Attach Ribbon Cable to LCD
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Now slot the ribbon cable directly into the LCD unit.
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Solder directly to the board.

Attach Ribbon Cable to Controller Board
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Insert the ribbon cable into the outermost holes. There will be two extra holes near the blue connector; that’s
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OK.
Solder this in place normally.

Tape T-slots (Optional)
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If you want to make your life easier during final assembly, tape the top side of the t-slots now.
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Next, insert nuts into the opposite side and then tape over them again. This will hold everything in place
while you build the rest of the enclosure.

Insert M2 Bolts
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Insert the M2 x 16 mm and M3 x 22 mm bolts facing upwards as shown.

Add Spacers
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Drop 4 of the tall spacers over each of the bolts as shown.

Fold LCD Cable
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Fold your LCD cable so that the boards are as close together as possible. Make sure to give your cable a
good, solid crease.

Add Interface Board Assembly
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Now drop your boards into place; fit the bolts through all the holes.

Add Nuts for LCD Board
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Add the nuts here to hold the LCD in place.

Add Thin Spacers
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Add the remaining thin spacers.

Attach Acrylic Top
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Finally top it off with the clear acrylic cover plate. Before you bolt it down, plug in the LCD connector to the
interface board. It should line up nicely. If not, adjust the crease until it is just right.
Don’t forget to gently tighten down the M3 nuts on top.

Attach Sides
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Attach the sides to the assembly you just built. If you didn’t tape the M3 nuts in place, you’ll need to add
them first.
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Now add a M3 x 16 mm bolt and tighten. Note that if your central assembly is overtightened, you may need
to loosen bolts to get the sides to slide on. Once they’ve attached, tighten them down with the remaining M3
bolts. When its finished, give everything a final tightening. Don’t overdo it though, you can crack the acrylic
or splinter the wood.

Create IDC Cable
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You will need a vise or crimping tool in order to make the IDC cable properly. The Gen4 electronics
page has a great set of instructions for how to make IDC cables. The technique is exactly the same, but you’re
using a wider ribbon cable.

Attach IDC Cable
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Flip the interface board over and attach the IDC cable to the bottom as shown.

Connect To Gen4 Electronics
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Open up your Thingomatic and insert the motherboard where there is a corresponding 20-pin IDC header
labeled ‘Interface’. You’ll want the ribbon cable to exit the front of your bot so that you can move the
interface controller around freely.
The orientation of this cable is important. Make sure the triangle on the connector lines up with the triangle
on the IDC header on both the motherboard and the interface board.
If the LCD ever shows strange or garbled text at start-up, just hit the reset button on the motherboard. This
should clear things right up.
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Use It
Load the Firmware
You will need to upgrade your Motherboard firmware to version 2.8 or higher in order to use the Gen4
Interface kit.

Adjust The Contrast
The blue square trimpot on the board is a potentiometer which controls the contrast of your display. Get a
small screwdriver out and adjust it to your liking. If you rotate it all the way to the left, it will be blank, and
all the way to the right and it will all be black. If your screen isn’t displaying information, this may be the
culprit.

Main Menu
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When you first turn your machine on, the interface board will be in the Main Menu screen. From here, you
can select Monitor Mode to watch the extruder and platform temperatures, Build from SD to start printing a
file saved on your SD card, or Jog Mode to move the extruder head and build platform using the interface
buttons.
You can navigate through the selections by pressing the Y+ and Y- buttons. To make a selection, press the
Zero button. To get back to the main menu from any other menu, press the Cancel button repeatedly.

Monitor Mode
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Monitor mode lets you monitor the temperature of your machine’s extruder and build platform. You can
select it from the main menu, and it will come up automatically when you start printing from the SD card.
To exit Monitor Mode, press the cancel button. If a file is currently being printed from SD card, it will pop up
a warning message to ask if you want to cancel the print. Select yes to cancel the print, or no to go back to
Monitor Mode. (Note: to keep the interface board from interfering with machine operation, you are advised to
leave the machine in Monitor Mode while printing).

Build from SD

The Build from SD menu lets you print a model directly from your SD card, no computer required! To use it,
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you first have to use ReplicatorG to generate an .s3g file, either by selecting ‘Upload to SD card’ with the
machine attached, or by selecting ‘Build to File’, and then using your computer to copy the resulting file to
the SD card.
To print your model, simply navigate to it and the press select, using the same keys as in the Main Menu.
Your model will start printing immediately, and you will be taken to the Monitor Mode to watch the build
status. When the print finishes, you will be taken back to the Build from SD menu to start another.
To exit the Build from SD menu, press the Cancel button.

Jog Mode

Jog Mode lets you use the interface board to position the build platform and extruder head by pressing the
directional buttons. To toggle between short and long moves, press the Zero button.
To exit Jog Mode, press the Cancel button.

Hack it
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Like your interface board, but have an idea about how to make it better? Feel free to hack the source! We’ve
designed the menu system to make it as easy as possible to add your own portions to it. Check out the G3
Firmware on GitHub to get started.

Schematic

Source
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Interface_Board_TechDrawing
Download from Thingiverse.com
The Gen4 Interface is Open Source Hardware and is licensed under the GNU GPLv3.

History
The Gen4 Interface Controller is an original design by MakerBot Industries.

